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Preface

Organizations are made to survive, through the continuity of its regular business and innovation and thus, change.\(^1\) However, in today’s increasingly complex and volatile environment, changing correctly has become almost impossible to do. If you are leading an organization today, you are witnessing an alarming amount of change.\(^2\) And odds, are you are not responding to it or even leveraging change very well.\(^3\)

Growing up, I had a meaningful encounter with change – which I will share a bit later in this book - and have been fascinated with change ever since. Throughout my childhood and into my adult life, I became a student of sorts of constant and accelerated change, learning from her and about her ways through my own painfully beautiful experiences. I’ve also been able to examine change through observing others, interviews, and as an organizational leader of many multimillion-dollar, highly complex, cross-functional change programs. And when I asked others about their organizations and change, the number of change projects is staggering, ranging anywhere between 50-100s. It is estimated between 35-70+ of these projects will fail.\(^4\) I also can’t forget to highlight the number of personal change projects the individuals I’ve come across in my travels have had to endure unsuccessfully. A warm “shot out” to my old “master mind” teams.

---


\(^2\) Shore, *Launching and Leading Change Initiatives in Health Care Organizations*.


What was evident very early in life was that change was extremely complexed and filled with unintended consequences that I often struggled to anticipate (both good and bad). Good change being that which brings life – orienting organizations or individuals towards relevance, power, and a continued full existence. Whereas bad change (often camouflaged as good) exists to do the opposite – it is a deterrent – a detractor. Further, I’ve seen many people fail both professionally and personally to create new realities that they desired. They were stuck in their 20s and ultimately stuck in their 50s. While there are many reasons for these failures, I have discovered in my research that what has impacted every dying or failed project or individual primarily comes down to one issue. This issue is the lack of better access. I don’t mean access in terms of volume; it is more about the quality and effectiveness of the tools that are available.

A significant challenge for change leaders is the lack of agreement that exists on what critical factors most drive transformational change. If you talk to five change leaders and inquire about one essential factor for success for change programs, you are likely to receive five different responses. This disparity is because leaders look at change initiatives from very different lenses and, from their experience, focus on various other factors for success. And the change “experts” are no different. There are tons of change models out there, most outdated and ineffective. Unfortunately, I’ve seen many heads pin at the thought of selecting from these tools to begin their change program – me included. Not to mention, in my experience, the more you learn, the more you come to realize there is a lot about change that you don’t get. That is the very essence of change. The hard truth! Many of the change models, concepts, and theories, when applied alone, will not work in today's organizational environment and if they don’t work in the business environment they are likely not to work in your personal endeavors. According to David Shore, a leading authority on change initiatives and author of Launching And Leading Change Initiatives in Health Care Organizations, proffered “where change initiatives are

---

7 Ibid.
8 ibid.
concerned, sharpening the saw-or the axe- is the difference that makes the difference."\(^\text{11}\) Further, while many opponents might tell you that change is not complicated, all of you must do is start and the rest will work itself out, think again. Maybe you are telling yourself if things don't work out, you can just shift directions, but it is certainly not that simple. This faulty approach is ineffective in most organizations, regardless of industry, location, and size, due to the complexities of the surrounding context – and the "world is center stage." Not to mention that the lines are becoming significantly buried between radical, incremental, and emergent change. That is why I purposely neglected to address these distinctions in this book. We will also get into some alarming statics in Chapter 1, but for now, know that the "struggle is real," and the financial risk of such failure comes with a steep cost, not to mention the significant impact on an organization's overall performance, engagement, and brand.

**Who should read this book?**

This book is for senior leaders to aspiring leaders. Those who find themselves on the front lines of change, i.e., pan-industries and -positions. This book is also an excellent resource for individuals responsible designing and leading strategy, innovation, and project implementation. These endeavors are predicated on keenly sharpened leaders of change. But, more than that, it calls for leadership marked by attunement with the signals of change in the external environment, systemic thinking, the mitigation of unintended consequence, and a deep commitment to creating an agile work culture. These types of leaders are those that are committed to authentic transformation and maximization of an organization’s change capacity. This is why I hope that every senior leader and inspiring one, regardless of industry, will pick up this book, read it, and take the principles and formulas outlined to heart and action.

To this end, *Kindling Change: Starts with Leadership YOU: Cracking the Change Formula To New Realities* aims to help you to effectively change realities. In Part I of this book focus is on assisting you as a leader with leveraging systemic change through some change fundamentals and advanced frameworks to make it easier for you to create the many possible futures your organization desires most. The idea is not to predict the future, but to bend it, shaping it towards your advantage. More importantly, it will enable you to design the necessary
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\(^{11}\) Shore, *Launching and Leading Change Initiatives in Health Care Organizations*, xiii.
scaffolding and “ammunition” necessary to withstand the environmental forces that are constantly changing, thereby solidifying your organization's ability to push past stagnation like the now obsolete organizations and societies so you are here to fulfill your mission for years to come. In sum, it’s about our survival. In Part 2, the focus switches to building up your superhero powers and, thus, leadership competencies for maximum impact, performance, and probability of success. Most critically, if you want to become a better version of yourself – a better leader while also emerging into becoming a better human being, one with a more productive and fuller life, this is the right book for you. The goal is to Kindle your organizations while also transforming this world.

Throughout, this book, I address the nature of change – as a lifeform or entity – and some of the pitfalls and traps of change so that you don’t have to become insnared by them. So, you don’t have to make the same mistakes! The underlining themes are simple: that the foundation of all effective change is ongoing learning and agility. Further that, change is Freedom. So, begin your exodus today – “conceive it and believe on it.” I hope you find this book useful and that you feel compelled to past it on.
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